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Message from the Chairman
Welcome to all our East Antrim Old Vehicle Club Members. I hope that
you will support and enjoy the varied programme of events that your
Committee have planned for this year and look forward to seeing you
during 2020.
William Peoples (Chairman)

Hello Fellow Classic Car Enthusiasts
Well we all survived Brexit despite the doom and gloom only to face
other challenges, the unusually high rainfall, bad and disruptive weather
and now the Coronavirus!
Luckily we belong to the EAOVC and we can pride ourselves in being
involved in a club where you don’t have to be an expert in classic cars
to join in the fun, with a variety of people and vehicles within the club,
from the novice to the complete petrol head, the humble project car in
the garage to the gleaming show quality example. Many individual cars,
plus warm friendly and jovial members, makes for a wonderful
combination to be enjoyed.
I know we sometimes join clubs just to be associated with a classic car
club, but the EAOVC offers so much more than just belonging. We are
missing out if we just become a member and forget that we belong to a
lovely group of friendly people all sharing a common passion for all
things classic car related. Our regular meetings take place on the first
Tuesday of every month at 7.30pm in the comfortable Loughshore
Hotel, Carrickfergus, allowing us to get together and share good
conversations, stories, ideas and learn of coming events. Also have a
cup of tea/coffee and biscuits and perhaps win the ballot.
Our committee work very hard to try to create enjoyable outings and
events and it can sometimes be disappointing if the turnout is low. I know
from being involved that every penny is well accounted for to ensure that
all the members get good value for money etc., Perhaps you know about
an event coming up, but think it is not for you, or you just do not have the
time. Please try and make the time and support your club and attend
some of the events if you can, you will not regret it.
If you were lucky enough to take my advice and go to the Cinema night
and watch Darby O’Gill and the little people, then you will know that I
spoke the truth when I suggested that you go on the cinema outing.
Costing only £5.00 – please note, an event not to miss next year!
If you have not bought your tickets for the Annual Dinner Dance on
Saturday the 14th March held at the Loughshore Hotel, please contact
William Peoples immediately. I was there last year and the food and
entertainment were excellent. The popular Zolene and the A.L.S. Band
provided live music to suit all ages and tastes. I actually attended the
dinner dance that night with an injured foot and limped in. However the
music was so good that I forgot about my injury and danced away. I will
definitely be there this year and I hope to see lots of you there also!
You will remember last issue we told you about our member Leslie
Crawford Duffin who won the shield for the best turned out car at the
2019 Late Members Run with his beautiful TR250. In this issue we tell
the story of how the car was rebuilt

Constitution Change
After careful consideration, a members vote on the 4th February, 2020
changed the eligible age of members’ cars in the EAOVC Constitution to
registered on or before 31st December 1999.
TIP OF THE MONTH
Address any rust
With all this excessive rain that we are experiencing there’s an increased risk
of rust build-up within your classic car. And that’s never, ever welcome! Rust
can destroy your car’s body, electrical systems, engine and undercarriage. If
left, your classic vehicle can eventually cease to be safe (or possible) to drive
Waxoyl Rustproofing Aerosol is a weather resistant spray that solves the
problem of ‘hidden rust’. It draws moisture out of the vehicle and seals the
vulnerable areas to prevent against the reintroduction of water.
That’s all for now folks. Please send any funny stories, photos of your car, or
any interesting information that you would like mentioned in the next
Newsletter.
Happy Driving
l

west Scotland for the women of the world. The Galloway is thought to be one
of the first times in history a car was manufactured with women specifically in
mind. Dorothée and her workers did it at a time when the world of engineering
was the domain of men. Dorothée was born in France in January, 1894.
Her father was the car designer Thomas Pullinger.The family moved to the UK
and Dorothée was educated in Loughborough. By 1910, she was keen to follow
in her father's footsteps and started work as a draughtswoman at the Paisley
works of Arrol-Johnston, a car manufacturer where her father served as
manager.
In 1914, Dorothée applied to join the Institution of Automobile Engineers. She
was refused; on the grounds that "the word person means a man and not a
woman"
World War One gave her an opportunity. Dorothée was put in charge of female
munitions workers at Barrow-in-Furness in Cumbria, producing bombs for the
front line. Eventually, she was responsible for an estimated 7,000 workers. After
the conflict, she was finally accepted to the automobile institution as its first
female member and awarded an MBE for her war work.
By the 1920s, Dorothée was back to Scotland and to cars. She became
manager of the Galloway Motors, a subsidiary of Arrol-Johnston, at its factory
in Tongland, near Kirkcudbright. The factory was originally built during the war
to manufacture aeroplane parts, but Dorothée persuaded her father to keep it
open as a car factory and provide employment to many local women. Galloway
was no ordinary company. It adopted the colours of the suffragettes, had two
tennis courts on its roof for employees, and Dorothée hosted an engineering
college there. Apprenticeships lasted three years for women rather than the
usual five for men because, it was believed, women were faster learners.
Dorothée managed production of the Galloway car, with the designs influenced
by her father and by the Fiat 501 model. The Galloway was described by Light
Car and Cycle in 1921 as "a car built by ladies, for those of their own sex".
In the early 20th century cars were big and clunky designed with men in mind
and a typical small woman could not reach anything. In those days, the gear
lever and the brake lever were on the outside of the car across the doorway. If
you were getting into a car with a long skirt, they were a real nuisance. The
Galloway though was much lighter and smaller. On some models, gears were
placed in the middle, the engine was more reliable, the seat was raised, storage
space was added, the dashboard was lowered, and the steering wheel was
smaller - all with the female driver in mind. The car was also one of the first
automobiles to introduce a rear view mirror as standard.
Production of the Galloway was moved to the nearby Heathhall works in
1922/23 when Tongland was closed, but within six years the cars were no
longer produced.)Only 4,000 of the vehicles were ever made, with a model in
Glasgow's Riverside Museum thought to be the only one on public display in the
United Kingdom.

Leslie obtained a Certified Copy of a Factory Record for the car from the
British Motor Heritage Trust. This confirmed that all of the numbers were
correct and that the car had been manufactured in 1968. With this and the
important documents supplied with the car he was able to register the TR250
in the UK and have a registration number for the correct period allocated.
Work was started in Leslie’s garage with the front suspension, bushes and
brakes being overhauled.
There was then a delay while Leslie attended to family duties etc., When he
was ready to start the major re-build a friend recommended Arthur and
William Peoples, as they both had excellent reputations for carrying out
meticulous restorations and repairs on classic cars. A deal was struck with
them and the car was moved to their workshop.
The body was removed from the chassis which was stripped, a small area of
corrosion repaired and the components of an upgrade kit welded in place to
strengthen the well known weak spots on the TR chassis. A bracket was
added to accept the J type overdrive unit from the TR6. After sand blasting
the chassis, an epoxy anti rust primer was applied within 24 hours followed
by a number of coats of chassis paint.
Leslie who has an engineering background and had been a welding
inspector was very impressed by the quality of the work and he was assured
that the project would go well.
Conversion to right hand drive was achieved by
taking templates from the TR6 shell. These were
assembled in the form of a cardboard box which
fitted accurately in the TR250 shell and enabled
accurate drilling.
The running gear, steering rack and other parts required were transferable.
The TR6 dashboard completed the transformation.
The car body was stripped and the inner shell
sandblasted to the bare metal before applying epoxy
anti rust primer, again within 24 hours to prevent the
onset
of
rust.
Small
individual
repairs
were
carried out and primed
before spray painting the
inner shell. The outer wings,
boot lid and bonnet etc. were all stripped back by
hand to the bare metal, primed and any
imperfections taken out before painting.

One of the doors was replaced by a sound door from the donor car which
included a crash bar not fitted to the earlier TRs. A replacement door skin for
the other side and one sill completed the body refurbishment.
The car which had been painted in a slightly different shade of green was
repainted in the correct British Racing Green.
The TR250 engine was retained with the SU carburetors replaced by
Strombergs and the gearbox with J type overdrive from the TR6 fitted. All the
oil seals were replaced in the engine and the differential.
The rear suspension was upgraded with Koni shock absorbers.
Leslie constantly visited the car as the work was being carried out and
describes the whole operation as an amazing labour of love!
The TR250 was purchased in 2016
The work was started in March 2018
The TR250 was MOT’d in April 2019
The TR250 won the best turned out car in Late Members Run May 2019
Leslie is absolutely delighted with his
gleaming 1968 British Racing Green TR250
and when asked would he do it all again he
quickly said ‘Yes certainly’
Leslie does not have a special name for this
special car, but when I asked his lovely wife
Margaret if she had a name, for it, she quietly
whispered yes ‘The Mistress’ and we both
shared a knowing smile.
EAOVC MEMBERSHIP
Please note all membership fees should now be paid and up to date. If you
have not already done so, kindly attend to this so that you can continue to
enjoy the benefits of your club. Many thanks Olivia Membership Secretary

And Finally ......
In the next issue of the News Letter read all about
our EAOVC members the Watson family. How
they brought their two classic cars (which
originated one in America and one in Germany)
from their old home in South Africa to their new
home in Northern Ireland

Event Calendar 2020

NB: Events are subject to change. Please check the website for the latest iinformation

